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AGENDA DATE: July 25, 2023 DEPARTMENT: Electric Utility 

TITLE: 

Resolution No. 28-2023 -- First Amendment to the Maintenance Memorandum of Agreement with the 
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) to include City’s preferred decorative lighting 

 
SUMMARY: 

Resolution 28-2023 for an Amendment to the approved Maintenance Memorandum of Agreement with 
(FDOT) for Street Lighting Improvements along State Road 5 (also known as Federal Highway) to 
expand the FDOT project to include City’s preferred decorative lighting to be installed along SR A1A 
(South Ocean Blvd.) within the City’s boundaries and to have the City maintain the same after installation. 

 
BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION: 

As a part of the continual updating of the State of Florida Highway System, the FDOT is proposing to 
install lighting improvements for the purpose of vehicular and pedestrian safety to include decorative 
lighting to meet the specific lighting requirements for sea turtle nesting beaches as needed, and other 
hardscape improvements, and in compliance with the ADA accessibility Act. The City has consented to 
the cost to upgrade the lighting to match the City’s decorative street lighting and have the City maintain 
all the FDOT non-standard Light fixtures. 

The FDOT has presented an Amendment to the Maintenance Agreement to expand the project to include 
decorative lighting to be installed along SR A1A (South Ocean Blvd.) within the City’s boundaries and to 
have the City maintain the same after installation. 

Work will improve the lighting at the intersection at A1A and Lake Avenue and south in the vicinity of 
Barton Park within the limits of the City. 

The Maintenance Memorandum of Agreement and the First Amendment to the Maintenance 
Memorandum of Agreement stipulate the City will maintain all existing non-standard light fixtures and 
light poles within the limits of the City. 

 
MOTION: 

Move to approve/disapprove the First Amendment to the Maintenance Memorandum of Agreement to 
maintain and provide power to the decorative lights fixtures along Federal Highway and to include the 
decorative light fixtures along South Blvd. within the limits of the city. 

 
ATTACHMENT(S): 

Fiscal Impact Analysis – N/A 
Resolution 28-2023 
First Amendment 
Executed MMOA 
 
  


